
Accordingly the European Directive on pressure vessels 97/23/EG and resolution Stbl. 339 dated 1st January 2002, all 

pressure vessels should be certi�ed by a Noti�ed Body. Straaltechniek International delivers these vessels accordingly these 

regulations, which are certi�ed by DNV GL, and has also taken care of testing the attached components. Straaltechniek 

International therefore delivers a blast pot, as complete equipment, which complies with the European rules.

The SSM 62N-050 is a dust free blast machine designed for the surface treat of smaller surfaces and welding seams. All types of reusable abrasives can 

be used. Usage of slag’s is advised against. The machine consists of a chassis with large wheels on which the blast pot with pre-separator and vacuum 

source are mounted. An offshore frame can be offered as option. Included are a moisture separator, pressure regulator and pneumatic deadmans control. 

The SSM 62N is executed with a pre-separator with cover and sieve. The unit has a removable dust bin, which makes disposal of separated dust easy. 

The air lining, main air valve and mixing tube have sufficient diameters to allow good passage of air and or abrasive. The air lining, main air valve and 

mixing tube have a minimal passage of 1”.

The metering valve type SU-13 assures precise adjustment to achieve an optimal ration between abrasive and compressed air. Additionally this metering 

valve gives you the large benefit that the pre-set dosage will not change after decompression of the system.

BLASTWIZARD® SSM DUST FREE BLASTING UNIT SSM TYPE 62N-050

BLASTWIZARD® SSM BLASTING UNIT
Dust free blasting system SSM type 62N-050

Controlbox SP-167 Pre-seperator with cover and sieve Metering valve SU-013 Compressed air pre-seperator
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Straaltechniek International Group. 

E-mail: info@straaltechniek.net Website: www.straaltechniek.net. 

No rights can be derived from the content of this publication. Unless otherwise agreed upon in writing, all products and technical 

advice given are subject to our standard conditions of sale, available on our website www.straaltechniek.net. All rights reserved.

BLASTWIZARD® SSM BLASTING UNIT
Dust free blasting system SSM type 62N-050

Technical detai ls

Type

Volume

Measurements (L X W x H)

Weight empty

Air  consumption

Air  pressure

Blast ing pressure

Supply hose

SSM 62N-050

60 l i t re

1020 x 700 x 2150 mm

230 kg

5,5 m3 /min

8,0 bar

3,5 -  4,0 bar

minimal 1” ID

In standard execution the unit is delivered with a 10-meter 

hose package with:

−  Vacuum blast head

−  Blast hose 1” (25 x 40 mm)

−  Vacuum hose 2”

−  Two-line command hose (6,3 x 6,3 mm)

−  Necessary couplings and hose clamps

With the standard vacuum source a maximum hose length of 20 

meter is allowed, using fine graded abrasives like garnet. For 

longer lengths or heavier blast media a stronger vacuum source is 

advised.

The vacuum head is foreseen with boron carbide nozzle and 

two-line deadmanshandle.

The advanced pneumatic deadmans system consist of:

−  Pneumatic amplifier (in metal control box)

−  Pneumatic delay-system

−  Deadmans handle including two-line command hose

−  All necessary connections to main air and exhaust valve

SSM type 62N-050

Accordingly the European Directive on pressure vessels PED2014/68/EU, all pressure vessels should be certified by a Notified Body. 

Straaltechniek International delivers you these vessels accordingly these regulations, which are certified by DNV GL, and has also 

taken care of testing the attached components. 


